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Jason Crane’s sleepy hollow adventure was an adventure for its author as well taking him down into old aqueducts to historic societies and Hudson Valley landmarks. The young adult tone of Rise Headless and Ride gave way to darker mysteries and more adult themes in Bridge of Bones and General of the Dead. An entire universe opened up, and Jason Crane has an old enemy who will rise headless and ride. Rise Headless and Ride is only the beginning of the epic Jason Crane sleepy hollow trilogy which encompasses three novels. It starts a generations spanning tale of the Crane and Van Brunt families modernizing the legend of sleepy hollow and bringing it into today.
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The exciting conclusion to Jason Crane’s sleepy hollow adventure. General of the Dead is an epic work capping the first Jason Crane trilogy. The first two novels, Rise Headless and Ride and Bridge of Bones, were only a prelude to this extraordinary work spanning 300 years of true Tarrytown history. Interwoven with the legends, myths, and superstitions of the Dutch settlers, Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride by Richard Gleaves is the first book in a series and although I am not very fond of series, I will delightedly submit to this one. Richard Gleaves has created a terrific character and his name is Jason Crane.
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September 14th, 2020 - Jason Crane s Sleepy Hollow adventure was an adventure for its author as well taking him down into old aqueducts to historic societies and Hudson Valley landmarks The young adult tone of Rise Headless and Ride gave way to darker mysteries and more adult themes in Bridge of Bones and General of the Dead and an entire universe opened up

SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1

May 31st, 2020 - SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1 Kindle Edition by Richard Gleaves Author Format Kindle Edition 4.6 out of 5 stars 382 ratings See all 8 formats and editions Hide other formats and editions Amazon Price New from Used from
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June 20th, 2020 - SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1 Richard Gleaves 4.6 out of 5 stars 381 Kindle Edition 647 SLEEPY HOLLOW General of the Dead Jason Crane Book 3 Richard Gleaves 4.8 out of 5 stars 228 Kindle Edition 1036

Sleepy Hollow Bridge of Bones Volume 2 Jason Crane

March 25th, 2020 - This exciting sequel to 2013 s Rise Headless and Ride brings back Jason Crane descendant of Ichabod of the Legend of Sleepy Hollow as well as his friends Joey Kate and Zef to face off against the ancient evil of the Van Brunt family Impeccably researched with an epic scope and a huge cast of characters Bridge of Bones brings the

SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1

July 31st, 2020 - And Jason Crane has an old enemy who will RISE HEADLESS AND RIDE Rise Headless and Ride is only the beginning of the epic Jason Crane Sleepy Hollow Trilogy which encompasses three novels It starts a generations spanning tale of the Crane and Van Brunt families modernizing the Legend of Sleepy Hollow and bringing it into today

Richard Gleaves Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride

June 3rd, 2020 - Title Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride Author Richard Gleaves Series Jason Crane book 1 Publication Information c2013 Library of Congress Subject Headings Teenagers Juvenile fiction Headless Horseman Fictitious character Juvenile fiction Sleepy Hollow N Y Juvenile fiction Ah teenage angst It runs all through this book

Sleepy Hollow Bridge of Bones Audiobook by Richard

July 19th, 2020 - The exciting conclusion to Jason Crane s Sleepy Hollow adventure General of the Dead is an epic work capping the first Jason Crane trilogy The first two novels Rise Headless and Ride and Bridge of Bones were only a prelude to this extraordinary work spanning 300 years of true Tarrytown history interwoven with the legends myths and superstitions of the Dutch settlers

Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane

July 29th, 2020 - Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride by Richard Gleaves This is the first book in a series and although I am not very fond of series I will delightedly submit to this one Richard Gleaves has created a terrific character and his name is Jason Crane

SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1

September 10th, 2020 - SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1 Kindle edition by Gleaves Richard Download it once and read it on your Kindle device PC phones or tablets Use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while reading SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1

Jason Crane Audiobooks Audible com

September 13th, 2020 - The exciting conclusion to Jason Crane s Sleepy Hollow adventure General of the Dead is an epic work capping the first Jason Crane trilogy The first two novels Rise Headless and Ride and Bridge of Bones were only a prelude to this extraordinary work spanning 300 years of true Tarrytown history interwoven with the legends myths and superstitions of the Dutch settlers

Book review of Sleepy Hollow Readers Favorite Book
September 14th, 2020 - Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride by Richard Gleaves is the story of Jason Crane, the last surviving descendant of Ichabod Crane. Jason lost his parents and now lives with his adventurous grandmother. One day they up and move to Sleepy Hollow where together with another couple they get drawn into a quest to find the Horseman's Treasure. Jason discovers he has a gift: a gift that turns

**SLEEPY HOLLOW Bridge of Bones Jason Crane Book 2 eBook**
May 18th, 2020 - And Jason Crane has an appointment with death at the BRIDGE OF BONES. This exciting sequel to 2013's Rise Headless and Ride brings back Jason Crane, descendant of Ichabod of the Legend of Sleepy Hollow, as well as his friends Joey, Kate, and Zef, to face off against the ancient evil of the Van Brunt family.

**Sleepy Hollow General of the Dead Volume 3 Jason Crane**
May 13th, 2020 - The exciting conclusion to Jason Crane's Sleepy Hollow adventure, General of the Dead, is an epic work capping the first Jason Crane trilogy. The first two novels, Rise Headless and Ride, and Bridge of Bones were only a prelude to this extraordinary work spanning three hundred years of true Tarrytown history interwoven with the Legends.

**Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride by Richard Gleaves**
June 14th, 2020 - Jason Crane has a Gift to discover. And Jason Crane has an old enemy who will RISE HEADLESS AND RIDE. When Jason's grandmother, Eliza Merrick, says she has a surprise, Jason always worries. The old lady loves cemeteries and genealogies, grave rubbings, and dusty libraries. This time though she's bought an ancient house on a hill above Sleepy.

**Jason Crane Book Series ThriftBooks**
February 27th, 2020 - The Jason Crane book series by Richard Gleaves includes books Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride, Sleepy Hollow Bridge of Bones, and Sleepy Hollow General of the Dead. See the complete Jason Crane series book list in order box sets or omnibus editions and companion titles.

**SLEEPY HOLLOW Bridge of Bones Jason Crane Book 2 eBook**

**300 Best Sleepy Hollow Headless Horseman images in 2020**
September 6th, 2020 - Jun 10 2020 Explore Sleepy Hollow Manor's board Sleepy Hollow Headless Horseman followed by 564 people on Pinterest. See more ideas about Headless horseman, Sleepy hollow, Horseman.

**Sleepy Hollow Bridge of Bones by Richard Gleaves**
July 3rd, 2020 - In Rise Headless and Ride, events pretty much came to a head on Halloween night. Jason Crane, the latest descendant of Washington Irving's Ichabod Crane of The Legend of Sleepy Hollow fame, barely escaped his ancestor's nemesis, the headles.

**Outlandish Happenings Home Facebook**
May 28th, 2020 - SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1 NOTE: This E Book edition INCLUDES THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW by Washington Irving full text. JASON CRANE just turned seventeen years old. He's a STAR WARS fan, and a history geek. He doesn't believe in ghosts or the afterlife. He doesn't believe in psychic powers or tarot cards.

**Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride by Richard Gleaves**
September 2nd, 2020 - The exciting conclusion to Jason Crane's Sleepy Hollow adventure, General of the Dead, is an epic work capping the first Jason Crane trilogy. The first two novels, Rise Headless and Ride, and Bridge of Bones were only a prelude to this extraordinary work spanning three hundred years of true Tarrytown history interwoven with the legends, myths, and superstitions of the Dutch settlers.

**Scorcher or Torture Book The Jason Crane Sleepy Hollow**
May 9th, 2020 - The Case For I came across the book - Rise Headless and Ride from a BookBub recommendation. A website that all avid book readers should use. Having read Washington Irving's The Legend of Sleepy Hollow a few times.
as well as having the audio book too you could say I was already a fan of the original source So when I read the blurb for Rise Headless and Ride and saw that it contained

**Book 114 Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride by**

July 23rd, 2020 - Jason Crane has a Gift to discover And Jason Crane has an old enemy who will RISE HEADLESS AND RIDE THE JASON CRANE SERIES re invents and re imagines classic American ghost literature Sleepy Hollow Salem “The House of the Seven Gables” and the infamous witch trials and haunted Washington D C and Baltimore “The Fall of the House
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March 26th, 2020 - Access Google Sites with a free Google account for personal use or G Suite account for business use

**SALEM Blood to Drink Jason Crane Book 4 eBook Gleaves**

June 13th, 2020 - SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1 CDN 6 37 Hollow Blood Sleepy Hollow Horrors Book 1 The Hunt For the Foul Murderer of Ichabod Crane Austin Dragon 4 5 out of 5 stars 5 Kindle Edition CDN 4 00 Devil Days in Deadwood Deadwood Humorous Mystery Book 11 Ann Charles

**SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1**

July 7th, 2020 - SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1 Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone tablet or computer no Kindle device required

**SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1**

August 27th, 2020 - Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless And Ride by Richard Gleaves This is the first book in a series and although I am not very fond of series I will delightedly submit to this one Richard Gleaves has created a terrific character and his name is Jason Crane
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**Sleepy Hollow General of the Dead by Richard Gleaves**

September 12th, 2020 - The exciting conclusion to Jason Crane’s Sleepy Hollow adventure General of the Dead is an epic work capping the first Jason Crane trilogy The first two novels Rise Headless and Ride and Bridge of Bones were only a prelude to this extraordinary work spanning 300 years of true Tarrytown history interwoven with the legends myths and

**Amazon com Customer reviews SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless**

April 22nd, 2020 - Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride by Richard Gleaves This is the first book in a series and although I am not very fond of series I will delightedly submit to this one Richard Gleaves has created a terrific character and his name is Jason Crane

**SLEEPY HOLLOW General of the Dead Jason Crane Book 3**

June 13th, 2020 - The exciting conclusion to Jason Crane’s Sleepy Hollow adventure The first two novels Rise Headless and Ride and Bridge of Bones were only a prelude to this extraordinary work spanning three hundred years of true Tarrytown history interwoven with the Legends myths and superstitions of the Dutch settlers

**Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride by Richard Gleaves**

August 20th, 2020 - Jason Crane Book Two SLEEPY HOLLOW Bridge of Bones is NOW AVAILABLE FOR PRE ORDER NOTE This E Book edition INCLUDES THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW by Washington Irving full text JASON CRANE just turned seventeen years old He s a STAR WARS fan and a history geek He doesn t believe in ghosts or the afterlife

**Jason Crane book 1 The Researching Librarian Book Reviews**
Sleepy Hollow The Headless Horseman BETA Free eBooks
August 17th, 2020 - 2017 12 18 PDF Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Volume 1 2018 01 16 PDF The Legend of Sleepy Hollow 2017 12 17 PDF Sleepy Hollow Children of the Revolution

Books similar to Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride
July 12th, 2020 - Find books like Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane 1 from the world’s largest community of readers Goodreads members who liked Sleepy

Sleepy Hollow by Richard Gleaves Deal Reading Deals
September 12th, 2020 - And Jason Crane has an old enemy who will RISE HEADLESS AND RIDE Rise Headless and Ride is only the beginning of the epic Jason Crane Sleepy Hollow Trilogy which encompasses three novels It starts a generations spanning tale of the Crane and Van Brunt families modernizing the Legend of Sleepy Hollow and bringing it into today

Sleepy Hollow General of the Dead Audiobook Richard
July 15th, 2020 - The exciting conclusion to Jason Crane s Sleepy Hollow adventure General of the Dead is an epic work capping the first Jason Crane trilogy The first two novels Rise Headless and Ride and Bridge of Bones were only a prelude to this extraordinary work spanning 300 years of true Tarrytown history interwoven with the legends myths and superstitions of the Dutch settlers

Jason Crane Series by Richard Gleaves Goodreads
July 15th, 2020 - Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane 1 Sleepy Hollow Bridge of Bones Jason Crane 2 and Sleepy Hollow General of the Dead Jason

SLEEPY HOLLOW Bridge of Bones Jason Crane Book 2 eBook
June 9th, 2020 - SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1 Richard Gleaves 4 6 out of 5 stars 387 Kindle Edition £3 54 Next Customer reviews 4 6 out of 5 stars 4 6 out of 5 313 customer ratings 5 star 75 4 star 16 3 star 6 2 star 3

Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride Audiobook Richard
July 15th, 2020 - Jason Crane Book 1 By Richard Gleaves Narrated by Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride by Richard Cleaved and narrated by Eric Michael Summerer is an great new tale on the old subject It has a teen boy as the main subject who lives with his rich grandmother

Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride by Richard Gleaves
September 12th, 2020 - Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1 by Richard Gleaves I m a little conflicted by this novel On the good side the proofing and editing was excellent I don t think I saw any errors The plotting was fine and there certainly was a lot of action

Sleepy Hollow General of the Dead by Richard Gleaves
September 11th, 2020 - In all seriousness I would have never guessed the Jason Crane Book 1 Sleepy Hollow Rise Headless and Ride was a first novel The entire three book series is well written with 3D characters you love and hate What a fabulous tale derived from the original Legend of Sleepy Hollow written by Washington Irving comes the 7t

SLEEPY HOLLOW Rise Headless and Ride Jason Crane Book 1
June 23rd, 2020 - But Sleepy Hollow will change all that Because Jason Crane has a heritage to claim Jason Crane has a Gift to discover And Jason Crane has an old enemy who will RISE HEADLESS AND RIDE Rise Headless and Ride is only the beginning of the epic Jason Crane Sleepy Hollow Trilogy which encompasses three novels

Jason Crane Series Audiobooks Audible co uk
June 3rd, 2020 - The exciting conclusion to Jason Crane’s Sleepy Hollow adventure General of the Dead is an epic work capping the first Jason Crane trilogy. The first two novels Rise Headless and Ride and Bridge of Bones were only a prelude to this extraordinary work spanning 300 years of true Tarrytown history interwoven with the legends, myths, and superstitions of the Dutch settlers.
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August 9th, 2020 - Children’s Books. The Aldens visit the upstate New York town where the Legend of Sleepy Hollow was set and discover a headless horseman mystery all their own. Their friend’s ghost tour business is threatened by a spooky figure on horseback who is throwing gory pumpkins.

Sleepy Hollow Snarkoplex
May 16th, 2020 - Rise and Headless and Ride by Richard Gleaves was released in 2013. It tells the story of a young man Jason Crane as he moves to Tarrytown New York or more famously Sleepy Hollow. There he explores the legend and its characters and finds some startling truths about it and about himself.
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